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snty-six Austrian troopers. He was 
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twenty-six men, who tried to compel 
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a troops. When
re all Slavs the priest delivered an 

impassioned address, emphasizing the sin 
of killing their Slav brethren. At the 
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curate location of the enemy’s forces, and, incidentally, since the op- mt one flank, the other bring retained
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e collection Of information. removing the last obstacle to K
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been discovered that a high explosive oomb, the way with the rear guard of the' 
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dek and still keeps up a stubborn light 
against the Russian attacks, but the end 
must be near.

“A friend who has just'returned from
the front says the Austrian regular 
troops fight with marked bravery and, 

.unlike their German allies, do not refuse 
to face the bayonet. Their artillery, al
though serve dwell, is technically very 
though served well, is technically very 

coat- Russians. As regards infantry fire tse 
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